
Note   to   all   NUNO   delegates  :  

All      parts   of   the   position   paper   should   be   double   spaced   and   be   written   in   paragraph  
format.   Be   sure   to   answer   the   guiding   questions   below.   Guiding   questions     do   not      need  
to   be   answered   in   the   order   listed   below.   Feel   free   to   expand   your   position   paper   beyond  
the   guiding   questions   if   you   believe   the   information   is   relevant   and   of   importance.  

PART   1:   BACKGROUND   OF   TOPIC      -      Double   Spaced,   Paragraph   Format  

What   was   the   First   Crusade   and   what   occurred?   What   were   the   progression   of   events  
that   occurred   during   this   time?   Was   conflict   resolved?   Why   was   this   significant   in  
history?   What   was   the   lasting   impact?   (Include   specific   examples   of   immediate   and  
lasting   repercussions)  

PART   2:   FAMILY   INVOLVEMENT      -      Double   Spaced,   Paragraph   Format  

What   goals   did   your   group   have?   What   specific   actions   did   your   group   take?   How  
effective   was   your   group   over   this   time   period?   (Provide   specific   examples   to   support  
your   assertion)   How   did   your   group   contribute?   (Provide   specific   examples   to   support  
your   assertion)   Did   they   take   part   in   any   important   events?   What   was   your   group’s  
biggest   advantages   and/or   disadvantages   throughout   the   First   Crusade?  

PART   3:   PERSONAL   POLICY      -      Double   Spaced,   Paragraph   Format    Use   Background  
of   Topic,   Possible   Actions,   and   your   designated   Character  

What   is   your   person’s   policy/character   background?   What   are   his/her   thoughts   towards  
the   First   Crusade?   How   will   your   policy   affect   your   perspective   and   actions   in  
committee?   Is   your   character’s   opinion   with   or   against   the   general   consensus   of   your  
group’s   ideals?   How   willing   are   you   to   compromise   with   contrasting   perspectives?   (And  
to   what   extent)   What   specific   trait   or   skill   does   your   character   have   that   will   help   your  
committee?   (If   it   isn’t   specified   you   have   the   flexibility   to   create   a   trait   or   skill   as   long   as   it  
isn’t   conflicting   with   your   policy   or   other   characters’   skills)   Why   is   your   character’s  
ideology   the   best   for   dealing   with   the   First   Crusade?  

 

PART   4:   PLAN   OF   ACTION      -      Double   Spaced,   Paragraph   Format  

What   should   your   group   do   to   claim   Jerusalem?   How   and   why?   How   do   we   effectively  
establish   lasting   peace   in   the   area?   What   specific   actions   do   you   seek   to   take   in  
committee?   (Must   be   in   accordance   with   your   character   policy   and   be   specific)   What  



compromises   will   you   make   with   other   committees?   Are   there   any   other   groups  
specifically   that   you   should   or   should   not   align   with?  

PART   5:   WORKS   CITED       -   MLA   Format    Cite   sources   used  

 


